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What does the sustainable 
development of a digital sector 
look like?
Keynote, Mercedes Benz
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SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability = A balance of environmental, societal and 
economic needs.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Even more important: The sustainable development of our 
society & economy.

"Sustainable development is development that 
meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs."

United Nations Brundtland Commission, 1987
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SUSTAINABILITY

What does this mean for us in the SDIA Community?

"To chart a path for the sustainable 
development of IT, Digitalization, the Digital 
Economy, and Digital Infrastructure and 
execute it.”
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SUSTAINABILITY

But wait, who says it’s not sustainable already?



“to measure is to know”
Lord Kelvin
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THE PAST

When I started my career, software applications and their 
infrastructure looked like this:

Software Application

Data Center
Connectivity

Electricity

Server

User
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THE PRESENT

As my career advanced, I watched the application move further 
and further away from the physical infrastructure.

Software Application

Data Center

Connectivity

Server

Virtualization

Server

Containerization

Serverless

Electricity
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THE ILLUSION

Each layer of abstraction made the one below invisible - the 
illusion of infinite resources is created.

Software Application

Connectivity

Data Center

Server

Virtualization

Server

Containerization

Serverless

Data Center

Server

Virtualization

Server

Containerization

Serverless

Cloud Infrastructure
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MEASURING

Now if attempt to assess the environmental impact of the 
application we get lost in complexity. 

Software Application = Digital Product

Connectivity

Data Center

Server

Virtualization

Server

Containerization

Serverless

Data Center

Server

Virtualization

Server

Containerization

Serverless

What’s the environmental Impact of the entire infrastructure?

And which part serves a specific application?
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RETHINKING THE MODEL

So we started to define a more simplified model & school of 
thought on how we can look at digital products & infrastructure:

User

Digital Infrastructure

A more detailed version can be found in the paper Taxonomy for a Digital Economy  
Schulze, Kumar, Oghia, 2021 published by the Commonwealth & SDIA

Software Application

Resource Provisioning

uses

allocates resources

produces resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KtFLpisOaYaXh6wm92yswY7mppbIMj-gnM0mfpaa5J0/edit#
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RETHINKING THE MODEL

With this simplified model and the introduction of the concept of 
a digital resource that can be produced & consumed…

* More information on the exact definition can be found at knowledge.sdialliance.org

Digital Resource Primitives* Compute (processor time)

simplified, each resource primitive can of course have further 
attributes (e.g. type of compute, storage, etc.)

Memory

Storage

Network bandwidth

● Energy usage
● Water usage
● CO2-eq kg (embodied)
● Electronic waste (WEEE)
● Use of secondary materials

attach to each resource

Life Cycle Impact (LCA) per 
digital resource unit
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RETHINKING THE MODEL

…measuring becomes a lot easier.

User

Digital Infrastructure

Software Application

Resource Provisioning

uses

allocates resources

produces resources

No. digital resources consumed 

% utilization rate of digital resources 
(OR measuring % idling resources)

Attach life cycle impact data per digital 
resource unit

No. digital resources produced
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RETHINKING THE MODEL

The result is an environmental footprint per application or digital 
product and the ability to measure the digital economy.

Software Application

No. of digital resources consumed 

Life Cycle Impact (LCA) per digital 
resource unit

User

create transparency

Digital Infrastructure 
(physical infrastructure required by digital economy & transformation)

Software Application

No. of digital resources consumed 

Life Cycle Impact (LCA) per digital 
resource unit

User

create transparency

Software Application

No. of digital resources consumed 

Life Cycle Impact (LCA) per digital 
resource unit

User

create transparency

Environmental Impact of Digital Economy & Transformation



OK, we can measure it, but how 
does it become sustainable?
How we do enable the sustainable development of the digital economy & 
digitalization?
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SUSTAINABILITY

It starts with clarifying responsibilities.

User

Responsible for:Value Chain

● Sustainable use
● Disable unused functionality

Digital Products
● Minimize digital resource usage
● Transparency of digital resource usage & 

impact to user
● Buy/use sustainable digital resources

Resource Provisioning
● Avoid idling/wasting of digital resources
● Transparent pass-through of 

environmental impacts

Digital Infrastructure ● Produce sustainable digital resources
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SUSTAINABILITY

And the tools and policies needed to fulfill those responsibilities 
– the work of the SDIA:

User

Enabling policies & tools by the SDIA:Value Chain

● Best practices
● Education & awareness on sustainable use

Digital Products
● Label for environmental impact of digital 

products/transparency
● Best practice to reduce resource utilization

Resource Provisioning
● Optimization strategies beyond cloud to 

further reduce wasted digital resources
● Label for efficient resource provisioning 

technologies

Digital Infrastructure
● Roadmap for sustainable digital infrastructure
● Label for sustainably produced digital 

resources
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

What role does Germany and Europe want to play in the 
sustainable development of the digital sector?

What we are talking about in Europe? Was uns ausmacht:

● Peace
● Democracy
● Human rights
● Freedom
● Social justice
● Equality
● …
● Sustainability



And what can we do know?
5 ideas for Mercedes Benz from no-brainer to moonshot.
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BEST PRACTICE

Link usage of a user to costs & environmental impact and make 
it visible.

Software Application 1

Energy Costs

Digital Infrastructure

User

Maintenance Costs

Facility & operational costs

Environmental impact

Software Application 2

show user’s share in total 
costs & impact

enable sustainable use
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BEST PRACTICE

Introduce resource usage as a design constraint for all software 
applications

Energy Costs

Maintenance Costs

Facility & operational costs

Environmental impact
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BEST PRACTICE

Classify applications, components, containers, services, … by 
criticality & redundancy requirements
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BEST PRACTICE

Minimize idling (wasted) computation + energy use in idling 
state

Crazy idea: When cars are 
charging or idling - can their 
computational power be used, 
e.g. to pre-process log files?

Wasted energy & 
computation
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BEST PRACTICE

Pressure suppliers for transparency, repairability of IT 
components, maximize lifetime

Mercedes Benz keeps parts 
from all cars ever manufactured 
- why doesn’t the IT supplier?

● Demand full transparency on caused Scope 
1, 2 & 3 emissions from facilities, data 
centers, Cloud providers, etc.

● Ask IT software suppliers to deliver a full 
life cycle assessment for all software 
products/per version

● Ask vendors to guarantee a lifetime support 
of any firmware required to operate IT 
hardware

● Ask vendors to enforce repairability or allow 
production of spare parts



Thank you!
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